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Street
Government assessments are Coronation
star recognises
“too focused on physical capability” profoundly deaf hero
A consortium of 37 UK charities and groups have launched a campaign highlighting “inaccuracies”
in the government’s latest assessments of people’s fitness to work
Ed Gould
Spearheaded by Papworth Trust, the
campaign centres on the outcomes
from Work Capability Assessments
(WCA), which are described as “too
heavily focused on physical capability”.
The cause is backed by the Disability
Benefits
Consortium,
RNID
and
Deafblind UK, among others as the issue
affects many within the deaf community.

“The current process causes
massive uncertainty and
stress for those already
struggling with their health”
“While we back the government’s
aim to sort those who can work from
those who can’t, it is crucial that those
genuinely unable to work continue
to get the support they need,” said
Matthew Lester, Work and Learning
Director of Papworth Trust.
“The current process causes massive
uncertainty and stress for those already
struggling with their health. We believe
that people should be supported before,
during and after the assessment, with
advice available at every step.”
Marketing Communications Manager
at Deafblind UK, Jo Johnson, said that
her organisation is very positive about
the campaign, given the needs of their
client group to be assessed accurately.

“This particular campaign meets
our current strategy aims, which are
to engage with partner groups, like
Papworth Trust and others, more.”
Deafblind UK provide services such as
one-to-one support and communicator
guides to maintain the independence
and quality of life of deafblind clients.
WCAs are the responsibility of the
Department of Work and Pensions
(DWP) and have become more common
as benefit recipients are rellocated to
the Employment and Support Allowance
(ESA).
In a letter to the WCA independent
reviewer, Professor Malcolm Harrington,
the campaign claims that the DWP’s
process has failed to demonstrate its
ability to place people correctly onto ESA.
According to the Papworth Trust,
WCAs may now become the basis of
eligibility for wider benefits and medical
assessors will have to take on an
increasingly heavy workload.
“The expectation to assess 1.6 million
existing Incapacity Benefit claimants
over the next three years, equating
to 41,000 per month, is an ambitious
target,” the letter states.
This burden is compounded by DWP
statistics which show that a third of the
166,300 assessments made by June
2009 went to appeal.

Lester told Hearing Times that there
is widespread concern and that since
the campaign began, other groups have
expressed their support.
“WCA
was
initiated
by
the
last government, but there was support
from all parties for having a better
assessment,” he said. “However, the
fact that most people who take the WCA
are moved to a lower cost benefit is an
important issue given the tight financial
situation.”

Though the campaign objects
to the way WCAs are made,
it accepts that some form of
assessment is necessary
“We must ensure that the claimants
are assessed fairly and effectively,”
Professor Harrington said. “Fairness
and effectiveness of these assessments
are central to the success of ESA as a
system,” he continued.
Though the campaign objects to the
way WCAs are made, it accepts that
some form of assessment is necessary.
“Without meaningful assessments
there is the risk that people will abuse
the system to get higher benefits,
making it harder to afford the benefits
and support for the people who need
them,” Lester told Hearing Times.

Top students supported on hearing research path
Four top university science and medical students have been awarded the Deafness Research UK
Vacation Scholarships, giving them an opportunity to experience cutting-edge scientific research in
action in hearing loss and tinnitus research laboratories
Every year, national charity Deafness
Research UK awards a number of
scholarships to the most promising
students undertaking their first degree,
enabling them to undertake a specific
project in a hearing research laboratory.
The aim is to encourage the top labbased students to consider a career in
hearing research once they graduate,
while also exploring new areas of
enquiry.

Many of our most fruitful
research has begun in this
way, so we wish all our
students every success
The research projects are eight weeks
in duration over the summer holidays,
with Deafness Research UK covering
the students’ stipend for the two-month
project period. The students enjoy a
unique opportunity to be mentored
and advised by some of the current
leading experts in deafness research
throughout the country.
Vivienne Michael, Chief Executive
of Deafness Research UK, said, “We
are committed to funding scholarships
because they offer a wonderful
opportunity for the brightest young
students to gain valuable experience

of the research laboratory, while
encouraging them to develop their
talents. We hope they will then seriously
consider further research in the field of
hearing loss, deafness and tinnitus in
their future careers.
“It can be difficult to tell at the outset
which projects will succeed, but many
of our most fruitful research has begun
in this way, so we wish all our students
every success with their respective
research projects.”
The four talented young students
who have been awarded scholarships
are Annie Wolley, Amelia Davies, David
Green and Leah Glover.
Leah is currently based at the
laboratory of Deafness Research UK’s
Chief Research Adviser, Professor
Quentin Summerfield, who is based
in the Psychology Department at
the University of York on a project
on cochlear implants and Annie is
working in the School of Psychological
Sciences at Manchester University also
around cochlear implants, under the
supervision of Dr Karolina Kulk-de-Kort.
Ameila is focusing on the way speech
is processed by the brain with Dr
Jennifer Bizley at the highly-acclaimed
Department of Physiology, Anatomy
and Genetics at Oxford University: while

A profoundly deaf man has
been recognised for helping
improve transport systems for
the deaf and hard of hearing
ahead of London 2012

L - R William Roaches with Roger Hewitt

William Roache, who plays Ken Barlow
in Coronation Street, named 63-yearold Roger Hewitt from Bromley, in Kent,
Specsavers’ Sound Barrier Star of the
Year at the awards ceremony in London.
Roger was chosen from a shortlist
of five national finalists in the annual
competition run by Specsavers hearing
centres, in association with Hearing Dogs
for Deaf People, to recognise achievement
in the deaf and hard of hearing.

Roger works as a deaf
ambassador at home and
abroad, where he takes a
leading role in improving the
everyday lives of hearing
impaired people

Student David Green hopes to play
a part in discovering causes and
treatment of tinnitus

David Green is working with Dr Mark
Wallace at the National Biomedical Unit
for Hearing Research in Nottingham.
The Nottingham Unit is one of
Deafness Research UK’s Auditory
Centres of Excellence and has a focus
on tinnitus, so it is no coincidence that
David is researching tinnitus caused by
noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL).
continued on page 2

Ambassador and judge of the 2010
awards, William Roache, who suffers
major hearing loss himself, said, “All of
the finalists here today are deserving
winners of the title and selecting just one
was incredibly tough. Roger, however,
really shone through as someone who
has triumphed over adversity, using his
own situation to help others. It’s a true
inspiration to us all and I was delighted
to present him with the Sound Barrier
Star trophy.”
The panel of judges was amazed by
Roger’s work as a deaf ambassador at
home and abroad, where he takes a
leading role in improving the everyday
lives of hearing impaired people.
Alongside his work with the 2012
Olympics committee, he was also
recognised for his fundraising efforts
with the UK Council on Deafness and
global projects helping the deaf or hard
of hearing in Gambia.
continued on page 2
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Editor’s message CI teenagers invited
to Number 10
This month our theme is audiology.

Hearing Times have been attending
events nationwide over the last few
months.
We were invited to the Deaf Cultural
Centre in Birmingham last month for
the Techincal Officers’ Association
Exhibition. It was great to meet so
many of our readers and supply
them with extra copies!

Deaf teenagers with cochlear implants
received a unique invitation to visit
Downing Street as part of a two day
residential programme, organised by
The Ear Foundation
The 15 teenagers, aged between 11
to 15 years old, enjoyed a ride on the
London Eye, a tour around the Sea Life
Aquarium and a bus ride to Covent
Garden to watch street performer, as well
as the honour of the number 10 invite.

This month Hearing Times will be
in Germany for the annual EUHA
Congress, where all the major
manufacturers will be showing their
latest technology.
If you are hosting an event and
would like copies of the newspaper
for your visitors or to put in goodie
bags, please get in touch via email,
helen@hearingtimes.co.uk or via
telephone, 0845 2930688.
This month’s issue features a witty
insight into Charlie Swinbourne’s
trips to the audiologist, the latest
news from Ed Gould and a review of
the lighthearted comedy, Spamalot,
from Elliott Crowe-Swords.
Don’t forget the deadline to volunteer
for the London 2012 Games is this
month. Sign up now to be part of
the ‘army of volunteers’ who will
help to make the Olympics and Para
Olympics the best Games yet.
Please do contact us with your
news and views, just email
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

Editor

If you have an exciting news
story to report, an opinion to
express, or an event to promote
get in touch with the team at
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
Contributors: Juliet England, Ed Gould,
Louise Buglass, William BR Jeremy, Elliott
Crowe-Swords, Lisa Partridge, Charlie
Swinbourne, Denise Saffron, Deafinitely
Girly, Bryony Parkes
Thanks also to: Remark!, Technical
Officers Association, Geemarc, RNID,
Attwood Solicitors, Cubex, Ear Foundation,
Conversor, Deafness Research, RAD,
Specsavers, BTA, SignHealth, Rayovac,
Natural Hearing, Deafinitely Theatre,
NDCS, Nottinghamshire Fire and all those
who invited Hearing Times to their events
this month.
Should you wish to reproduce any
articles featured in this month’s issue
please email your request to
info@hearingtimes.co.uk
Hearing Times is an independent newspaper,
published 10 times per year. The newspaper
is distributed throughout the United Kingdom
to charities, ENT and hearing therapy clinics,
audiologists, hearing aid dispensers, care homes
and schools as well as individual subscribers
reaching an estimated readership of over 15,000.
The contents of Hearing Times are copyrighted
and no part may be reproduced in part or whole
prior

consent
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Sound Barrier Star Awards Deafness Research scholarships
Roger said, “I’m thrilled to have won
The Sound Barrier Star Award. I’ve tried
not to let my hearing loss hold me back
and I’m just so proud to be here today.
If my story in these awards helps just
one other person overcome adversity
then that would be incredible ’
Roger has won a £1,500 holiday
voucher to spend with luxury holiday
company Take Me Too, a £1,500 voucher
to use in a Specsavers hearing centre
and the coveted Sound Barrier Star
2010 winner’s trophy.
Roger competed against four other
national finalists who were interviewed
by a panel of expert judges including
William Roache, Mathew Gully from
Specsavers and David Burgess from
Hearing Dogs for Deaf People.
Specsavers donated £5 to Hearing
Dogs for Deaf People for every entry and
has raised over £50,000 in two years.
www.specsavers.co.uk/hearing

David sees his scholarship as a
valuable opportunity to learn some
essential new skills prior to undertaking
his PhD, which will be supervised by
Dr Wallace in October this year. “Being
awarded a scholarship is great,” said
David.
“It gives me the opportunity to get a
head start on my PhD work and avoids
the need for me to take a break away
from my research during the summer
months. Tinnitus research is an exciting
field and I’m looking forward to playing
my part in hopefully unearthing some
new discoveries, particularly in NIHL.”
Anyone interested in scholarships
and the latest research into
hearing loss, tinnitus and deafness
related issues in general, can
contact the charity’s Advisory
Service on info@deafnessresearch.
org.uk or visit the website at
www.deafnessresearch.org.uk

eBooks help BSL users gain confidence in English
The next day they took part in a film
making workshop when the teenagers
were given the opportunity to make
their own DVD, involving filming,
learning scripts, acting and directing, a
great example of what to expect if they
decided to choose this as a career in
the future.
Sue Archbold, Chief Executive at The
Ear Foundation said, “Although many
young people with cochlear implants
are included in mainstream schools,
when they reach the secondary stage,
the challenges can become particularly
difficult and lead to feelings of isolation.
“This type of event enables them to
meet others who are facing the same
problems in day to day life and gives
them the opportunity to develop self
confidence.”

DeafEducate announces a new range of BSL books for Deaf
children in primary schools
The set of stories of The Family and
Sid will be part of the DeafEducate
Reading Tree, where Deaf characters
are firmly part of the narratives.
Biff, Chip and Kipper have the Magic
Key to transport them to different
worlds in their stories; Sid, Dot and Rex
will have the Magic Sign!
In each story, Deaf children will enjoy
the gentle and clear signing of Trishy
Gibson. They will also delight in looking
at the superb and detailed illustrations
of Peter Handy.
DeafEducate
is
committed
to
publishing a wide range of eBooks for
people who use British Sign Language

and English. Their eBooks are not just
electronic copies of paper books, but
contain video BSL for all the written
language content.
For people who use British Sign
Language as their first language, eBooks
will enable them to acquire confidence
in reading and understanding English,
and likewise for people who use English
and want to learn British Sign Language.
A BSL book has a CD at the back where
BSL clips will be shown.
For more details on what the book
should look like, visit
www.deafeducate.co.uk

Oxford Deaf & Hard of Hearing Centre explores it’s history
Oxford Deaf & Hard of Hearing Centre opened its doors recently as part of Oxford Open Doors, a
major annual event run by the Oxford Preservation Trust

Helen Dewey

without
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from
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newspaper.

The opinions expressed in articles, columns or
adverts are those of the writer or advertiser and
not necessarily those of Hearing Times Ltd.

Part of the famous university city of
Oxford, for only one weekend a year
Oxford Deaf & Hard of Hearing Centre
(ODHHC)opens the doors to the public,
a great opportunity for people to have
a look inside our old building, listed
cottage and listen to fascinating history
talks - all free of charge.
Over 130 people visited ODHHC this
year. Ruth Waddle was the personal
tour guide, and accompanied by a sign
language interpreter, explained the
history behind the building as well as
the Deaf & HOH history relating to it.
Both hearing and Deaf people listened
with huge fascination - especially those
Deaf people who grew up using the
building and were not aware of the
history of the building itself.
Oxford Deaf & Hard of Hearing Centre
was built on ‘hallowed ground’ as the

Black Friars built their priory on the
same spot in 1239. Part of that priory is
still standing today in the Tudor Cottage
(1647) at the front of the Centre. This
part of the priory wall is still standing
as well as the archway entrance to
the priory which leads from Littlegate
Street and was just big enough for a
horse and cart to pass through, this is
the Blackfriars archway. It is now the
office of the ODHHC and Deaf Direct and
is probably one of the oldest buildings
in Oxford.
There were so many stories, old
newspaper cuttings and photos of
people and the building and main hall
for people to explore. Ruth discovered
more new information from the public
as people shared memories of growing
up around the centre or spotting family
members in old books and photos.

To ensure all were included, a BSL
interpreter accompanied the guided talk

For more information about Oxford
Deaf and Hard of Hearing Centre
and the services it offers contact
info@deafdirect.org.uk or call
01905 746301 or visit
www.deafdirect.org.uk

Remark! Community celebrates oldest member’s 90th birthday
Last month the oldest member of Remark! Community’s Beckenham
Deaf Lunch Club, Syd Gibbs, celebrated his 90th birthday
It was a team effort with everyone
chipping in to prepare a hot buffet with
decorations and a tipple thrown in.
After a hearty meal accompanied by
laughter and a few tales reminiscing about
days gone by Syd presented his speech,
taking us back to his childhood and telling
tales of the Crystal Palace fire of 1936
and the flames and smoke he could see
clearly from his school, his experiences of
the blitz and also how he met his wife of
47 years at a badminton match.
Syd had a thoroughly good time and
was grateful for the service Remark!
Community provide to the local older
deaf community.
Remark! Community was officially
launched at the newly formed Over 55s
Lunch club in June this year, and provides
an advocacy service, lunch, transport
for those who need it and a vital social
occasion for the people who need access

to this in British Sign Language.
The key issue for the older deaf
community in UK is isolation as many do
not have access to this type of unique
service. One of the key aims of Remark!
Community is to roll out similar services
in the UK for deaf older people.
Remark! Director, Mark Nelson,
commented, “I am a staunch believer
in supporting the community. Remark!
have enjoyed recent success but we do
not want to forget our roots and the
very reason of our success is the deaf
community itself.
“Far too many deaf people over 55
are isolated and this is something that
we want to combat. It is a personal
ambition of mine to improve the access
of the deaf elderly community after
realising how much limited mobility or
the general affects of old age can affect
your life.”

Syd Gibbs celebrates his birthday with
cake at a Remark! Community Lunch Club

www.hearingtimes.co.uk
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RAD Legal Services
launches will-writing
service for Deaf BSL users
Royal Association for Deaf
people’s Legal Services team
has launched the first willwriting service in the UK, aimed
specifically at Deaf British Sign
Language (BSL) users
Clients can book an appointment with
Deaf Solicitor, Rob Wilks, who can offer
advice and draft a will and testament
and arrange for safe document storage
thereafter.

Local generosity funds vital paediatric hearing testing
A new audiology unit is being constructed as part of a £15m hospital building programme in East Anglia,
following the bequeathal of millions by two donors
Ed Gould
The audiology unit, in Cromer, will be
named after one of the two benefactors,
Phyllis Cox, who left just under one and a
half million pounds to her local NHS trust.
Cox left the substantial sum to
Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital
NHS Trust in 2004.
“We felt it was important that one of
the clinical areas in the new hospital
ought to carry her name to reflect the
very generous legacy left to us,” the
Trust told Hearing Times.

New equipment will allow
babies referred from the
newborn hearing screening
programme to undergo
diagnostic assessments
more quickly

Rob Wilks explains: “Making a will is
not something to put off. Good planning
can mean that you take the pressure
off of loved ones when the time comes.
Previously Deaf people wanting to
make a will may have tried to access
law firms but had difficulty in sorting
out who paid for the interpreter, or
asked a hearing person to accompany
them to an appointment.
By providing advice in BSL, we can
make information fully accessible to
Deaf people, making sure that what
they want to happen after they die
does happen.”
For further information visit
www.radlegalservices.org.uk

The other benefactor was former
Cromer resident Sagle Bernstein, who
will have the minor injuries unit named
after her. The new building will allow for
the addition of a children’s audiology
service in North Norfolk, meaning
families will no longer have to travel to
Norwich to access services.
“The new facility will provide a
purpose designed paediatric sound
field testing room enabling testing of
infants from six months to four years
of age to be tested locally,” said Dr John
Fitzgerald, Consultant Clinical Scientist.
Fitzgerald, who heads the current
audiology team at the hospital, told
Hearing Times the department’s new
equipment will allow babies referred

from
the
newborn
hearing
screening
programme
to
undergo
diagnostic
assessments
more
quickly. “This is a real
bonus for new mums
within
the
Cromer
area, who will able to
have tests undertaken
on their babies within
four weeks of referral,”
he added.
Fitzgerald explained
that the design of
A visualisation of the new hospital at Cromer
the waiting areas will
be an improvement for all those who
The Cromer audiology department
use the services and that the purpose currently deals with about 2,500
designed assessment and fitting rooms hearing aid repairs a year and expects
will be of particular benefit to hearing to be busier once children’s services
aid patients. “We also hope to be able commence. However, the audiology
to provide local vestibular rehabilitation team has already embarked on some
services so patients with balance new projects before moving in to their
problems can receive local treatment,” new home.
he said.
“We have recently introduced a
The Norwich Balance Clinic, which Transitional Clinic for hearing aided
provides
a
customised
exercise children moving from paediatric services
programme to patients with balance to adult services,” said Fitzgerald.
problems hopes to extend its work to “This new service offers help with hearing
Cromer once the new facility opens.
needs and communication needs as
Cromer and District Hospital will children move from school to work or
undergo a number of changes which higher education.”
will all but replace the existing hospital
The trust said that work has already
that has occupied the site since 1932.
begun on the new hospital and that,
Services will be transferred from the once complete, will lead to about
current hospital buildings to the new 11,000 more patients a year accessing
ones, in a phased programme to ensure services than at the current site.
they are continuous, by spring 2012.
For more information visit www.nhs.uk
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WHICH? Investigation uncovers
poor practice by hearing aid shops

Hearing aids are not enough...

There is a common misconception
that hearing aids are the “cure all”
for hearing loss. In reality, improving
A Which? investigation found more than four in ten hearing assessment
communication involves a long term
experiences were rated ‘poor’ by audiology and trading standards experts rehabilitative approach in which
The
shocking
experiences
of that you are asked the right questions hearing aids play a part. Even with
undercover researchers who recorded otherwise you risk receiving bad advice the most sophisticated instruments,
28 visits to branches of the five biggest and the wrong prescription.
there are still situations where
“The Health Professions Council hearing-related difficulties occur.
high street companies and independent
dispensers.
Experts used standards set by the
regulator, the Health Professions
Council (HPC), and the British Society of
Audiology (BSA) to rate history-taking,
clinical assessment, communication,
product recommendation and selling,
and discovered that, overall, not
one company was good enough to
recommend.
Almost half of hearing tests were not
carried out in a soundproof booth and
half the dispensers failed to ask basic
health questions to determine whether
the hearing loss was caused by a
treatable medical problem.

Almost half of hearing tests
were not carried out in a
soundproof booth and half the
dispensers failed to ask basic
health questions
In light of these findings, RNID is
urging the HPC to consider whether
the current regulations for hearing
assessments are fit for purpose and
being applied effectively to ensure
dispensers
meet
best
practice
standards. The charity is offering to
work with private dispensers' trade
bodies to discuss how they can ensure
the public receives more consistent,
better service in future.
RNID’s
Chief
Executive,
Jackie
Ballard, says: “We are very concerned
that people with hearing loss are not
always receiving the level of service
they’d expect. When you’re being
assessed for a hearing aid, it’s vital
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should now examine whether current
regulations are being properly applied
or if improvements can be made to
ensure that people are able to make
informed choices about getting the most
appropriate hearing aids to transform
their hearing.”
Chief Executive of Which?, Peter
Vicary-Smith, says, “Our independent
research uncovered serious failings in
the level of service offered on the high
street, with not a single company we
visited being good enough to recommend
and some missing potentially serious
problems. High street stores need to up
their game if they’re going to continue
selling hearing aids – do it properly, or
don’t do it at all.”
Good quality digital hearing aids
are available free on the NHS and the
average waiting time is five weeks.

What can you do, if hearing
instruments alone are not sufficient?
Adam
Shulberg,
hearing
aid
audiologist and MD of Cubex, talks
about the importance of auditory
rehabilitation and their aims to
understand the psychology of the
hearing impaired.

“Hearing instrumentation is so
sophisticated today that we are now
able to provide significant benefit for
almost all types of hearing loss in
most listening situations. But at the
heart of our activities is a complete
rehabilitation programme based
on the in-depth understanding of
the auditory system and the fact
that a hearing loss significantly
impacts on the individual’s ability to
RNID has issued the following
communicate.
guidelines for people who prefer to
buy a hearing aid privately:
* Shop around and take a friend or
relative for a second opinion
* Don’t be pressured into buying
something on the day or going for a
time-limited special offer
* Check whether the price includes
long-term maintenance and if there are
any additional costs, such as batteries
* Check whether the hearing aid
is available for a trial period. Most
companies let customers try the hearing
aids for at least a month and offer a full
money back guarantee if they are not
satisfied
For more information, visit
www.rnid.org.uk/hearingaidguide

“Fitting a hearing device gives access
to our world of sound but how this
is processed will determine listening
success. This along with the client’s
acceptance of reduced hearing and
a willingness to undergo a process
of rehabilitation is essential when
creating an appropriate programme.
Without this, the full potential
of modern hearing instrument
technology may never be realised,”
explains Adam.
For the last 18 months, Cubex have
been successfully using Listening
continued on page 4

HEARING IS ONE THING
You hear with your ears.

LISTENING IS
ANOTHER
You listen with your brain.

LACE HELPS
YOUR BRAIN
GET THE
MESSAGE
Improve your ability to
hear speech in noisy
settings by 40%.

Ask how you can benefit from LACE today!
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In the News
RNID responds to MoD earplug decree
Emma Harrison, RNID Director of Public
Engagement, said, “We fully back
the Ministry of Defence’s decision for
bandsmen to wear earplugs when they
perform. There are a range of earplugs
that don’t muffle the sound of the music
but filters the sound quality so that you
can listen and play in safety while the
music is clearly audible.
“We know from research how important
it is to protect your hearing from loud
noise. Many musicians who don’t use
earplugs are putting their hearing at
risk because they are playing very loud
music for long periods of time.
“Even if your hearing is not permanently
affected, the way your brain processes
sound may be changed, which could
result in tinnitus. Many musical
instruments can reach volumes in
excess of 100dB – the equivalent of
a pneumatic drill at close range - and
could damage hearing over time.”
Health care charity’s £50k shortfall
SignHealth, the health care charity
for deaf people, is facing a shortfall of
around £50k in unpaid invoices as a
result of Dering Employment Services
going into administration.
Dering
specialised
in
delivering
employment and training opportunities
for Deaf, hard of hearing and deaf/blind
people in the UK.
SignHealth had a partnership with
Dering to provide work placements
for deaf people who need additional
support. Deaf Stepping Stones was an
innovative scheme designed to provide
buddies to support deaf people in work
or volunteering opportunities.
Funding was provided by the London
Development Agency and Dering managed
the fund on behalf of the partnership.
Over 250 people have been supported in
work placements in business and social
enterprises in London, assisted by 15
trained buddies. The scheme also trained
deaf people to become buddies.
SignHealth Chief Executive Steve
Powell said, “It is very sad to see an
organisation like Dering, who helped
many disadvantaged people, go to
the wall. Stephen Dering has publicly
criticised the Shaw Trust for not paying
funds over to Dering Services. Now his
situation is affecting SignHealth. There
is little or no prospect of us recouping
the money he owes us and this will
impact on our services.”

www.hearingtimes
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continued from page 3

And Communication Enhancement
(LACE) training as part of their
rehabilitation programme - a cost
effective, home-based, interactive
computer program designed to
improve adult hearing impaired
listening in the hearing aid
fitting process, provide listening
strategies, build confidence, and
address cognitive changes. LACE
is clinically proven to increase
communication and listening skills
by up to 45%.
“I attend lectures and used to
panic when the lecturer turned
away from the microphone.
I
used to say to myself ‘I’m not
going to hear anything now’. After
LACE, I have learned to stop this
and to keep focusing on what the
lecturer is saying. I’m now much
more attentive and my confidence
has improved… I know I am
hearing more than I was before
the training,” said Adele Nicod, a
Cubex client since 2001.
To gain a deeper insight into
the
physical,
anthropological,
psychological and social aspects
of hearing loss, Cubex have
worked closely with the Ida
Institute, a non-profit educational
organisation, whose mission it is

to foster a better understanding
of the human dynamics associated
with hearing loss.
“We are delighted to support the
IDA Institute in their aim to better
assist hearing care professionals
and hearing impaired persons,” said
Adam. “Our goal is to implement
new communication enhancement
tools in our practice, and all our
team are here to ensure that we
provide a service that is sensitive
to the personal journey of people
with hearing loss and their
communication partners.”
As part of the client journey, we
have been successfully using IDA’s
motivational model to encourage
clients to change their lifestyle
for a more positive outcome.
Before people with hearing loss
seek professional help, they (or
their partners) must first reach a
sufficient critical level of awareness
about the social and personal
communication problems in their
everyday lives.
A client who is highly motivated
to seek improvement is likely
to persevere and is more likely
to derive maximum benefit.
In
contrast, clients who have little

motivation to change are unlikely
to achieve the same outcome.
We hope soon to be able to
offer our clients a Tinnitus
Management Program using a
range of management options
,which will be tailored to personal
needs. Our aim is to equip people
with the knowledge, information,
technology and skills to manage
the impact of tinnitus on their
overall quality of life.
This may include the use of
sound
therapy,
counselling
based on tinnitus retraining
therapy, cognitive behavioural
therapy principles, and relaxation
techniques.
“We strive to ensure that the service
we offer exceeds the expectations
of
today’s
communicationimpaired population, their families
and friends. The mindset and
expectations
of
the
hearing
impaired person of today is
different to that of yesterday, and it
is our responsibility to take steps to
ensure we are always up to date with
recent developments in the field
and have a deeper understanding
of the people who we work with
every day,” said Adam.

For more information about Cubex services visit www.cubex.co.uk

Remark! Interpreting and Training open new office
This month will see Remark! Interpreting and Remark! Training open a fully functioning office in Birmingham
Remark! Interpreting has already
started making its presence known
in the Midlands through a number of
successful jobs already undertaken by
Remark!’s freelancers. During which
time Remark! Training has started
planning the structure of its courses.
By focussing on the higher end
Level 3 and 6 Remark! Training aims
to support those individuals interested
in furthering their knowledge of British
Sign Language (BSL) whether it is for
fun or as a next step in their career.
Carolyn Nabarro will be taking on
the role of regional co-ordinator for the

Midlands. She will be undertaking the
task of ensuring that Remark!’s ethos
of a deaf-led, deaf-run company that
guarantees excellent client service is as
successful as its London parent.

their competitors. Remark! are in
the privileged position to be able to
re-invest profits back into the Deaf
Community, supporting particularly the
younger and older generations.

Training aims to support
those individuals interested in
furthering their knowledge of
BSL for fun or as a career

For more information about
Remark! or their new Birmingham
office call on 0208 691 0210

Remark! are extremely proud of
their success in the Deaf market.
Their position of being deaf-led and
deaf-run enables them to offer an
exceptional service over and above

Do you have a story you want to share?

Email editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

Deaf Education: Changed by cochlear implantation?
Sue Archbold, Chief Executive of The Ear Foundation, has been awarded a PdD ‘cum laude’
by the Faculty of Medical Sciences at the University of Nijmegen in The Netherlands

A WORLDWIDE SUPPLIER OF
AUDIOLOGY ROOMS & BOOTHS

She received the accolade after defending her
thesis entitled ‘Deaf Education: Changed by cochlear
implantation?’ in front of a delegation of professors
from the UK, The Netherlands and Germany.
For a Teacher of the Deaf to be awarded this was
highly unusual and her promoters, Professor Cor
Cremers from the University Medical Centre of St
Radboud and Professor Gerry O’Donoghue from the
University of Nottingham were delighted to share
such a special occasion.

There remains so much to be done,
particularly in the area of multiprofessional research and training

BESPOKE FACILITIES
STANDARD & MINI BOOTH RANGES
REFURBISHMENT SERVICE

50+ YEARS - 1952 TO 2009
CONTACT DETAILS
Phone: +44 (0) 1276 471199
Fax: +44 (0) 1276 453333
E-mail: sales@audiologyrooms.com
Website: www.audiologyrooms.com

Professor Cor Cremers commented, “This very
special and rare distinction is only given in about
2% of the PhD Theses in Nijmegen and mainly for
non-clinical PhD Theses.
“The PhD promotion committee made the award
following the great social impact of Sue’s work on
society, especially for deaf children and their families
and the multidisciplinarity of her approach to study
the outcomes of cochlear implantation in children.”
Sue’s thesis documented the changes that the
introduction of cochlear implants has made to the
education implications of deafness in childhood –
and provides the evidence that she and colleagues
had published over the years.
Cochlear implantation has dramatically changed
educational choices – with a move towards the use

Professor Cor Cremers presents Sue Archbold with
her doctoratefor implications of deafness in childhood

of spoken language, to mainstream education and an
improvement in educational attainments.
Sue said, “The answer to the question is – yes,
deaf education has changed – but not yet enough to
maximise the educative benefit of the exciting hearing
technologies available. There remains so much to be
done, particularly in the area of multi-professional
research and training.
Copies of Sue’s thesis are available from
www.earfoundation.org.uk
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Breakthrough towards
drug for hearing loss
RNID funded research has
recently discovered a drug
which repairs hearing in
animals after damage caused
by loud noise
Researchers at the University of
Auckland, New Zealand, showed that
exposure to loud noise led to hearing
loss which was permanent if left
untreated. If treated with a compound
called ‘ADAC’ after noise damage,
hearing recovered substantially.
The scientists found that a five day
treatment of daily injections through
the skin starting six hours after noise
exposure were most effective. Single
treatments were less effective but also
resulted in some hearing recovery.

This study presents the most
effective pharmacological
strategy to date for reducing
noise-induced hearing loss
The drug is thought to work by
increasing the sensory hair cell’s ability to
break down the damaging waste products,
which build up during noise exposure.
Dr Srdjan Vlajkovic, who led the
study, said, “To our knowledge, this
study presents the most effective
pharmacological strategy to date for
reducing noise-induced hearing loss after
exposure to damaging noise. We now
hope to test its effectiveness in humans
and are currently seeking industry
partners to move this to clinical trials.”
Currently, protecting your hearing
from loud noise by using ear plugs or
defenders is the most effective way
of preventing noise-induced hearing
loss. In some situations, such as in
the military, protection is currently
very difficult and a drug to treat noiseinduced hearing loss could save the
hearing of many people.

News
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Public calls for the NHS to prioritise early diagnosis
An overwhelming number of people believe that the NHS needs to make early diagnosis a priority for
dementia (90%), hearing (79%) and sight loss (88%) according to a YouGov poll released last month
The results of the survey, which was
commissioned by RNID, Alzheimer’s
Society and the Eye Health Alliance, are
being published ahead of fringe events
being hosted by the charities at this
year’s political party conferences.
The poll also found that people
recognise an early diagnosis of
dementia (69%), hearing loss (59%)
and sight loss (64%) would enable
people to manage the symptoms of
these conditions.
Evidence suggests that an early
diagnosis followed by information
and support has the potential to save
substantial amounts on NHS and social
care costs. Savings can be made in
a variety of ways including reducing
hospital visits and early admission to
care homes.
RNID Chief Executive, Jackie Ballard,
says, “Hearing loss affects more than
half of people over 60 and a screening
campaign would help to ‘catch it early’.
We are delighted to have the public’s
support for our call for early diagnosis
of hearing loss, which would not only
help people return to leading fulfilling

and active lives, but
makes financial sense
for the NHS to treat at
an early stage before
hearing deteriorates and
becomes more costly to
resolve.”

Early diagnosis
followed by
information and
support can save
substantial amounts
on NHS and social
care costs
Leighton Jones from
Caerphilly, who got his
hearing tested on the
advice of an Ear, Nose and
Throat specialist when he An early diagnosis of hearing loss would enable people
was 50, says, “I wasn’t to manage the symptoms of the condition better
keen to wear a hearing aid because of I gained the confidence to stay in my
the perceived stigma but, when I was teaching job until retirement age. I now
fitted with one, I couldn’t believe the believe that it’s vital that hearing loss
many sounds I’d been missing! I can is diagnosed as quickly as possible, so
now hear conversations at home and that you can take action to improve the
social gatherings much more easily and quality of your life.”

BTA launches a new retreat for people with tinnitus
The British Tinnitus Association (BTA),
the only UK charity solely dedicated
to supporting those with tinnitus, has
announced a unique weekend retreat for
people with tinnitus.
The aims of the weekend are to enable
people with tinnitus to take control of
tinnitus through information and insight,
by understanding how the brain works,
learning to manage stress and anxiety,
using relaxation techniques, basic tai chi
and yoga and sharing experiences.
David Stockdale, Chief Executive of the

BTA, said, “The mission of the BTA is to
educate and support people with tinnitus,
and we are proud to have been able to
devise this course with its very practical
emphasis on managing tinnitus.”
He adds, “Tinnitus can be very
distressing for the affected individual,
and this course is designed to help those
with tinnitus to cope and to improve their
general wellbeing and state of mind in an
informal and relaxed setting.”
The Tinnitus: Learning to Cope weekend
will be held in Buxton, Derbyshire, on 2

HEAR the difference for yourself -

the loudest mobile in the world!
NEW! CL8300
The CL8300 has a receiving volume of 45dB and extra loud ringer
of 100dB, making it the loudest, easiest to use mobile in the world!
It has astounding sound clarity, even at the highest volume setting, with tone
control and SOS emergency response button, to give peace of mind.
The CL8300 is designed for the hearing impaired, visually impaired and
those with dexterity problems, therefore has extra large alphanumeric fonts
for easy SMS messaging and big button keypad.

Visit our website today: www.geemarc.com or call 01707 384446
for more information.

and 3 April 2011 and costs £300 (BTA
member) or £350 (non-member).
The
cost
includes
all
course
materials, classes, meals and overnight
accommodation at the prestigious Buxton
Palace Hotel.
Due to the nature of the weekend,
participants are limited to 20 people.
For further information contact Krys
Klytta at the BTA on 0114 250 9933
or krys@tinnitus.co.uk or visit www.
tinnitus.org.uk
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In the News
New hearing care expertise in Colchester
The Hearing Care Centre of Colchester
has welcomed a new member to its
professional team of qualified hearing
aid audiologists, Anna Pugh RHAD
MSHAA.
Anna brings almost 30 years’ experience
in helping the hearing impaired, with
previous roles as an NHS hearing
therapist, deafblind specialist (she spent
10 years at Sense) and private hearing
aid dispenser. She also offers expertise
in tinnitus management, British Sign
Language and as a teacher of lipreading.
The dispensing team at the awardwinning private hearing aid clinic is due
a further boost as practice manager,
Holly Des Bois, embarks on a training
programme to become a qualified
hearing aid audiologist at the company.
London dispenser gives carehomes advice
Natural Hearing audiologists hold
regular awareness campaigns in local
care homes and community centres,
educating people about hearing loss - its
causes, the tell-tale signs, the different
types of loss that may occur, and how
to communicate effectively with people
with a loss.
They also provide carers with in-depth
training on dealing with hearing aids
including changing batteries, cleaning and
general maintenance of a hearing aid.
This enables carers to gain hands-on
experience with the different types of
hearing aids and to learn about the
different parts so that they can provide
better care for the users of hearing aids.
Natural Hearing focuses on dealing with
problems that people are facing on a
daily basis and our aim is to help people
who have a hearing loss and their carers
to understand and deal with it effectively
and live their life happily and comfortably.
To find out when and where the
next visit to a care home near you
is visit www.naturalhearing.co.uk

TO
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Deafness Research prize winner speaks at BSA conference
Deafness Research UK was delighted to welcome the current Pauline Ashley Prize winner, Nick
Leach, to speak at the British Society of Audiology (BSA) conference at the University of Manchester
The Deafness Research UK Pauline
Ashley Prize is awarded annually to a
scientist near the beginning of their
career, working in deafness research
or a closely-related field, enabling
them to gain experience in a laboratory
overseas and to bring knowledge of
valuable research techniques back to
the UK.
The £5000 prize is awarded to the
most outstanding proposal and includes
support for overseas travel and research
costs. The prize commemorates the
charity’s founder, Lady Pauline Ashley.
Nick presented the work he completed
during a three-month visit to the
laboratory of Professor Shihab Shamma
at the University of Maryland.

Dr Rachel MacDonald, Research
Development Manager for the charity,
said, “We are pleased to be a part of
the BSA conference again this year and
delighted to showcase Nick’s work to a
wide audience of colleagues.
“Supporting young researchers is a
key focus in our research strategy, and
disseminating this work to the research
community is very important to us.”
The theme of the BSA conference
2010 was ‘Uniting basic, translational
and clinical research and practice’. This
three-day event was a new fusion of the
BSA Annual Conference with the short
meeting of experimental and clinical
papers.

implantation but also hearing aids and
hybrid mechanical implant devices.
Deafness Research UK also sponsors
the Ted Evans lecture, this year
presented by Professor Anu Sharma,
University of Colorado, on auditory
processing in young children and
the effects of early intervention with
cochlear implants.

During this time, he investigated the
role of a part of the brain in processing
sound in a model system developed at
the University of Maryland, in the US.

It brought together more than 300
audiologists, clinicians and scientists,
and covered the latest research findings
and the technologies being developed
to offset hearing loss.

The charity established the lecture
in 2004 in honour of the auditory
physiologist Professor Ted Evans, who
co-ordinated the short experimental
papers meeting until his retirement
nine years ago.

Nick is now in the final stages of
completing his Deafness Research UK
PhD studentship with Professor Andrew
King at Oxford University.

Keynote speaker Professor Thomas
Lenarz
from
the
Medizinische
Hochschule Hannover spoke about
the latest innovations in cochlear

For information on deafness and
deafness-related conditions e-mail
info@deafnessresearch.org.uk
or
visit www.deafnessresearch.org.uk
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Hundreds take part in the Deaf
Health research
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Thank you to the Hearing Times
readers who have taken part in
the online Deaf Health survey so
far!

zephyr
& global

dry store
 Fresh and clean hearing aids
 Proven 50% less repairs
 Improved quality of sound
 Persevering

of/maintaining high
tones
 Longer lifespan of
your batteries

info@progresshearing.co.uk
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Sign Health would like to hear
from even more people, as this
important research will provide
evidence so we can push for changes
and improvements in the healthcare
system. The more people who take
part, the stronger the evidence, so
please complete the survey and tell
all your friends and colleagues to get
involved as well!
The questions in the survey are
simple, with fun comedy sketches
throughout. All you have to do is go
to www.deafhealth.org.uk. It’s an
online questionnaire and is available
in English and BSL.
“I did my online survey and I
must say the comedy is an excellent
way to give me a break filling in
the survey. John Smith is excellent
Drag Queen Comedy. Well done to
all the actors and the DeafHealth
team presentation for simple straight
forward explaining. I have invited all
my friends from Facebook to have a
go,” D. Pilkington
“I really liked comedy videos. They
are good idea to do. I did mine a few
days ago,” S. Roxburgh
What happens next?
We will be processing all the
questionnaires and putting all the
statistics into a report. We will
then ask people who have done the

questionnaire if they would be happy
to help with the next phase of the
research. This will involve some
more questions and a mini health
check. It’s simple and confidential.
Rowena Dean, Head of
Communications at SignHealth says,
“It’s great that so many people have
done the survey but we need lots
more. If someone doesn’t have a
computer, then we can provide a
paper copy so no one needs to be
left out. Just ask me for a copy –
rdean@signhealth.org.uk or call
01494 687600.”
“I’m not deaf myself, but I am
learning BSL, and totally agree that
the Deaf community have just as
much right to a healthy lifestyle as
the hearing community. I hope the
project goes well,” A. O’Mahoney

www.hearingtimes.co.uk
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Mybelle 650 big button phone

Juliet England
The Mybelle 650 big button phone,
which the RNID has been marketing
since 2006, is one of the organisation’s
most popular telephones.
It’s certainly a smart-looking product,
and I particularly liked the nine picture
buttons, which allow you to speed-dial
the right person simply by pressing
their photo – a nifty memory jogger.
Some of these buttons could perhaps
be kept for emergency contacts.
As the name of this product suggests,
its buttons are large enough to make
life easy for less than nimble fingers,
while its hands-free operation is another
definite plus. I found it extremely easy
to set up – and if I can do it, anyone else
certainly can! Similarly, the instructions
are easy enough to follow.
It needs to be set up somewhere with
mains power as well as a telephone
socket, and comes with a 1.8m mains
power lead and 2m telephone lead.
You can put in batteries to keep the
numbers directory if there’s a power
cut, which will also otherwise mean
you lose amplification, but they are not
essential for the phone to work. Even
without mains power, it’s still possible
to call the emergency services.
The
Mybelle
650
works
with
hearing aids, and has a high handset
-

amplification up to a maximum of 128dB,
which makes it suitable even for those
with severe hearing loss. The ringer
volume is the second loudest in RNID’s
range, which has also contributed to
the phone popularity, since you do not
need a separate ringer amplifier.

With the amplifier turned
on, sounds from the phone
could be as high as 128dB
There is a tone control feature,
illuminated keypad and lights on the front
and side, which flash when the phone
rings. There’s also an adjustable extra
loud ringer with three volume settings,
and a choice of high or low ringer tones.
I admittedly failed to hear the phone
from another room, but calling before
9am is just uncivilised anyway.
The instructions are clear – with the
amplifier turned on, sounds from the
phone could be as high as 128dB, and
this could be quite harmful, especially
if hearing is not impaired. So it’s best
to start with the volume control at a
minimum level, and increase the level
of sound gradually.
This product has other features which
you should find useful, including recall
and mute buttons, and it’s also wall
mountable if that’s how you prefer to
have it.

When I tried to speak to a friend, the
amplification made a definite difference,
and it was clearly better than trying to
speak on a standard phone. However,
she has a nice clear voice anyway. When
someone else rang me, although I was
caught a bit on the hop, I couldn’t hear
them, and I hung up none the wiser as
to what they really wanted.
In summary, this is a sleek-looking
and user-friendly piece of equipment.
But for me personally, I think I’ll be

doing myself and everyone who speaks
to me a favour by sticking to my
textphone.
The Mybelle 650 Big Button seems
reasonably priced at £37.50 excluding
VAT or £44.06 with VAT. You may be
able to claim a VAT refund.
For more information visit
www.rnid.org.uk/shop/
products/telephones/mybelle_650_
telephone.html

Battery Corner
Welcome to Battery Corner. Brought to you by Rayovac, this is the fourth and final part of our series of features on hearing aid batteries – a small but critical component
of all today’s hearing aid devices. The aim is to answer some of your most common questions about hearing aids and batteries.
This time we focus on green issues and new mercury-free hearing aid batteries, which are being introduced to meet consumer demands for a more environmentallyfriendly but high-performance battery product. Paul Deeble, battery expert at Rayovac, the world’s No.1 battery manufacturer, answers your questions.
I’ve heard a lot about mercury free
hearing aid batteries recently.
Why is that?
That’s because battery manufacturers
like Rayovac have made great efforts
to develop and then improve mercuryfree battery technology. This is a direct
response to the increasing environmental
awareness
of
consumers
and
governments. There’s a strong demand
for clean technology that minimises the
impact on the environment and mercuryfree batteries are a natural consequence
of this.
Why do we need mercury-free
hearing aid batteries?
Efforts are being made to cut heavy
metal content in consumer products.
Organisations like the United Nations
are working to limit mercury use and
battery manufacturers are pre-empting this change. Heavy and toxic metals
(like mercury) are potentially damaging to the environment and health. While
mercury is only used in tiny amounts in hearing aid batteries, it can still be
hazardous – particularly if batteries are landfilled after use rather than recycled.
I thought hearing aid batteries were already mercury-free?
No, it’s a misunderstanding that hearing aid batteries don’t contain mercury. The
majority contain a tiny amount to keep the battery stable. The reason for the
confusion is that zinc air replaced mercuric oxide as the main battery chemistry
in the 1970s. Zinc air provides far more power and is cleaner but some mercury
is still mixed with the zinc to aid performance.
Why do hearing aid batteries contain mercury?
As much as mercury is undesirable, it does a number of positive things in zinc air
batteries. Mercury is mixed in with the zinc to suppress gassing, act as a good
electronic conductor and to improve the service life of the battery. Standard zinc air
batteries contain about 1 to 3 per cent mercury by weight – less than 25mg per cell.
So how have you succeeded in replacing mercury?
Following seven years of research and development, we’ve been able to find cleaner
materials and manufacturing processes that replicate the function of mercury in the
battery without compromising performance. However, this has been challenging
from a technical and manufacturing standpoint and taken a large amount of fine
tuning. We’ve recently increased the operating voltage of mercury-free battery cells
through new cathode technology to improve the performance of these batteries in
wireless BTE devices, which are increasingly common.
What are the benefits of mercury-free batteries?
Removing mercury from all hearing aid batteries would mean 6,500kg less
mercury would be released into the environment every year. That’s the equivalent

of 15,000 footballs – demonstrating how significant the benefits are when we reduce
the amount of mercury that could be potentially exposed to the environment in the
form of used decaying batteries, which are historically dumped in landfill sites.
What else are hearing aid battery makers doing to protect the environment?
We’re finding other ways of cutting the number of used hearing aid batteries
landfilled through a new European Batteries Directive. This requires the UK to
recycle 25% of all portable batteries (hearing aid batteries as well as household
batteries) each year by 2012. Users of hearing aid batteries have a key role to
play by getting into the habit of collecting and recycling used batteries.
Can I recycle my used hearing aid batteries?
Free battery collection facilities have been set up at retail outlets, offices, civic
buildings, schools and other public amenities around the country. It’s easy to find
your nearest collection point by visiting: www.batteryback.org. These schemes
are funded by battery makers like Rayovac.
Rayovac is happy to help Hearing Times readers with any battery questions.
Simply send your questions to Rayovac.micropower@uk.spectrumbrands.com or
Rayovac Europe Ltd, Unit 2a, Stephenson Estate, Washington NE37 3HW and we
will do our best to answer.
We
will feature
best92.5x130:Layout
ones in future editions
of Battery
there will
P18368
RAYOVACthe
Ad_PP
1 27/9/10
10:04Corner
Page where
1
be a prize for questions featured.

The perfect
partner
At Rayovac we pride ourselves on performance, reliability and
quality, ensuring the perfect partnership between you and your
hearing. With over 100 years in the industry, we are confident
that Rayovac provide the perfect batteries for your needs.
Rayovac, the power at the heart of your device.

www.rayovac.eu
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WORLDEAF Cinema Festival to be a milestone
Louise Buglass

This month, I’ve been super-busy
writing for Superdrugloves.com as
part of a competition, and so far,
it’s been great fun.
Regular readers will know that last
year I was also in the competition,
and I won! My fabulous prize
included an amazing holiday to
Barcelona with London Aunt and a
year’s subscription to Marie Claire
magazine – not too shabby, huh?
When Superdrug invited me to
defend my title, I was thrilled. It’s
been great so far, and I’ve even
managed to raise £75 for UNICEF
with a blog sale of all the beauty
products I’ve been sent. I find out
next month if I have won or not,
so I will keep you posted!
Anyway, this month I have also
cheated death after not hearing
a police siren. I’m afraid to say
that it’s not the first time this has
happened me either. The first time
in fact, was in Oxford Street when
I crossed the road into the path of
a fire engine.
I swore after that near miss, I
would be more aware of what
others were doing, instead of just
crossing the road because there
was a green man. And, honestly,
I was getting better at waiting for
people to cross before I followed,
in case there was an emergency
vehicle coming through.
This time however, I didn’t! You
see, I was in a bit of a hurry,
and as I dashed across the road,
I suddenly became aware of
something out of the corner of
my eye that was still moving. A
look right revealed it to be an
unmarked police car with a blue
light on the roof and presumably a
siren blaring.
And of course I did what any sane
person does when a police car
hurtles towards them at great
speed – I froze.
It wasn’t until the police car, and
all the people walking past, had
actually come to a standstill, all
watching me with disbelief, that I
finally came to my senses and got
out the way. But not before trying
to convey my deafness, so they
didn’t think I was a nutter.
However, it would seem wildly
gesticulating at police cars with
blue lights flashing does nothing
but convince them you are a
nutter, and also causes everyone
around you to think you are a
crazy lady.
It was incredibly embarrassing
and my cheeks glow even now
when I think about it. Still, I guess
it’s better to be dead embarrassed
than erm... dead, isn’t it?

www.deafinitelygirly.com

The title WORLDEAF Cinema Festival
(WDCF) says it all. Gallaudet University
has announced its intention to make
a milestone in the Deaf history of
filmmaking by celebrating the talents
of international filmmakers and taking
a big step forward to achieving a
breakthrough in the world of Cinema.
Academy Award-winning actress and
member of the Gallaudet University’s
Board of Trustees Marlee Matlin will be
taking up the role of Honorary Chair.
Diverse audience groups around the
world are being invited to this festival
which will take place in Washington
D.C. from 4 to 7 November 2010.
“WORLDEAF
Cinema
Festival
intends to celebrate past and present
accomplishments in Deaf Cinema, as
well as promote interaction among
industry representatives, filmmakers,
and audience participants,” said Willy
Conley, Co-Vice Chair of the Planning
Committee.
The inspiration for the festival came
from celebrated teacher and former
president of National Association of the
Deaf, George William Veditz, when his
colleagues and he fronted a campaign
to raise $5,000 to fund the Deaf Motion
Picture Project.
Over the years Deaf film festivals in
various countries have been agog over
The festival will help deaf film makers
break through into world cinema

the creative works of international d/
Deaf filmmakers. Recognition is rapidly
growing amongst renowned Deaf Film
Festivals held in the UK, Sweden,
France, Italy and America where films of
various genres have been showcased.
Having created an unfathomable impact
on lives of people, it has expanded the
horizons and today, more opportunities
arise
as
technologies
advance,
welcoming new potential talents.

The four-day event will
showcase of films and
include conferences, an
educational exhibition, and
a book signing event
As an act of fusion of all Deaf Film
Festivals, new and classic international
Deaf films will be screened at the
WORLDEAF Cinema Festival, bringing
filmmakers’ name into the limelight, as
well as highlighting Deaf Cinema and
the diversity of international d/Deaf
communities.
Funded by Gallaudet University
and Panasonic with support from the
National Association of the Deaf and the
World Federation of the Deaf (WFD), the
Cinema Festival is organised by a big
team involving the Planning Committee
with Producer/Director Jane Norman
taking the lead as Chair.
Deaf learning and professional
filmmakers are currently being asked
to submit their film to competitions
where there are nine different award
categories with a winning prize of
money.
“It [is] ability that matter[s], not
disability, which is a word I’m not
crazy about using,” said Marlee Matlin,
Academy Award Winner and Honorary
Chair of WDCF.
The four-day event will involve
showcases of films, conferences, an

Academy Award Winner Marlee Matlin is
honary Honorary Chair of the WDCF

educational exhibition, a book signing
event and an evening banquet at a
ceremony.
Emmy winner and Academy Awardnominated producer Samuel Goldwyn
Jr. will be doing a talk where he will
share his valuable insights. With his
experiences, he is seen a role model for
diversity in the film industry.
Both d/Deaf and hearing filmmakers,
directors and media artists from the U.S
as well as worldwide are being invited
with the provision of opportunities to
participate in discussion forums as
well as network with motion picture
industry leaders, and individuals.
This will optimistically contribute to
the heightening of awareness of Deaf
Cinema with greater films as well as to
preserve Deaf history.
For more information about the
WORLDEAF Cinema Festival visit
www.wdcf.gallaudet.edu

New Wolsey Theatre and Hearing Care Centre launch partnership
For many a visit to the theatre can prove a difficult experience, as they may not be able to hear or follow
what’s happening live on stage
Suffolk hearing care specialists, The
Hearing Care Centre and The New
Wolsey Theatre in Ipswich are working
closely together to raise awareness
about new the facilities the theatre has
to offer deaf, deafened and hard-ofhearing audiences.
The New Wolsey Theatre has always
aimed to make their venue and artistic
programme as accessible as possible
to the broadest audiences. But now
the theatre is able to offer a range of
services including Captioned, British
Sign Language (BSL), Interpreted and
Audio Described performances.

In some cases hearing
impaired people can become
withdrawn from their social
circles and stop doing
activities they enjoy, like
attending the theatre
Captioning is a great way for anyone
who finds it difficult to hear the actors
speaking, to enjoy coming to the theatre.
Similar to television subtitling, captioned
performances enable patrons to follow
all the action as the words spoken
by the performers are displayed on a
captioned unit including the name of the
character who is speaking or singing and
descriptions of any sound effects.
As well as the captioning unit the
theatre also offers an Infra Red Hearing
System in the auditorium for patrons
who would like hearing enhancement.
Karen Finch, Managing Director of
The Hearing Care Centre, which has
13 centres across Suffolk said, “Being
hearing impaired can be a very isolating
experience. There is evidence that in
some cases people can become withdrawn
from their social circles, and stop doing
activities like visiting the theatre.
“We work with the hearing impaired
community on a daily basis and recently

Kelly Kirkbride, Access Officer, Wolsey Theatre and Matthew Coward, Marketing
Manager, Hearing Care Centre showing an example of a captioning unit

learnt about all the great accessibility
work the New Wolsey are putting in
place. Through regular interaction
with our customers and other contacts
we want to help spread the word and
get people enjoying the theatre once
more,” said Karen.
Kelly Kirkbride, Access Officer at the
theatre said, “We are delighted to be
working closely with The Hearing Care
Centre on increasing and improving the
access to theatre for deaf, deafened and
hard of hearing audiences. We (New
Wolsey) have always been convinced
that more audience members use the
captions than declare, so we carried
out an experiment and identified that

30% of audiences found captioning in
theatre useful.”
Captioned Performances available this
season include Oscar Wilde’s hilarious
The Importance of Being Earnest, on
Thursday 7th October 2010, Reasons to
be Cheerful, between Thursday 14th –
Saturday 16th October 2010, and the
fantastic rock ‘n’ roll pano, Jack and the
Beanstalk, on Friday 7th January 2011,
which is exclusively sponsored by The
Hearing Care Centre.
To book or for more information
call 01473 295900 or visit
www.wolseytheatre.co.uk/access
or www.hearingcarecentre.co.uk/
theatre
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Spamalot

TOUR INFORMATION
For full tour details visit
www.spamalotontour.co.uk
Mon 18 October – Sat 23 October
EDINBURGH PLAYHOUSE
www.edinburghplayhouse.org.uk
Box office: 0844 847 1660
Mon 25 October - Sat 30 October
OXFORD NEW THEATRE
www.newtheatreoxford.org.uk
Box office: 0844 847 1585
Mon 01 November – Sat 6 November
TORQUAY PRINCESS THEATRE
www.princesstheatre.org.uk
Box office: 0844 847 2315
Mon 8 November – Sat 13 November
Wycombe Swan Theatre
www.wycombeswan.co.uk
Box office: 01494 512000
Mon 15 November – Sat 20 November
Bath Theatre Royal
www.theatreroyal.org.uk
Box office: 01225 448844
Mon 22 November – Sat 27 November
YORK GRAND OPERA HOUSE
www.grandoperahouseyork.org.uk
Box office: 0844 847 2322
Mon 29 November – Sat 4 December
MILTON KEYNES THEATRE
www.ambassadortickets.com/MiltonKeynes-Theatre
Box office: 0844 871 7627

Elliott Crowe-Swords
If you’re a fan or you’ve ever seen
an episode or film of the classic comedy
Monty Python – you’ll know what to
expect. If not, then be prepared for
some very random, bizarre and at times
nonsensical humour. But don’t let that
put you off.
I myself am familiar with the Python
style and brand of comedy, with the
Holy Grail being my favourite of the film
– if I’m honest, I was a little sceptical
as to how this could be pulled off as a
comedy musical – fortunately I was not
disappointed in the slightest.
Following its hugely successful run on
London’s West End, the show is now on
tour across the UK. I managed to catch
this performance at the New Victoria
Theatre in Woking, Surrey.
Based on the movie Monty Python
and the Holy Grail, Spamalot is a parody
of the well-known Arthurian Legend
following King Arthur and his band of
legendary/misfit knights of the Round
Table on a quest for the Holy Grail.
Their adventures take them to a Las
Vegas-style Camelot, through France
and their battle (of words) versus the

Tues 7 December – Sat 1 January
Birmingham Alexandra Theatre
www.alexandratheatre.org.uk
Box office: 0844 847 2302

Manuel Harlan

Mon 17 January – Sat 22 January
Llandudno Venue Cymru
www.venuecymru.co.uk
Box office: 01492 872 000
Mon 24 January – Sat 29 January
Southend Cliffs Pavillion
www.thecliffspavilion.co.uk
Box office: 01702 351135

Hayley Tamaddon as The Lady of the Lake

Disability festival declared a success
Louise Buglass
The disability festival Under the
Arches took place on Saturday 18
September at the innovative New Arts
and Media Quarter Custard Factory
in Birmingham. Organised by Access
Events, a wide range of people visited
this one-day festival.
Access Events was set up in January
of this year. Based in Birmingham, the
enthusiastic team consists of Chair
Sophie Holloway-Hintzen, Treasurer
Francesca Doggart and Secretary
Francesca Ratnatunga. They work with
the aim of providing fun-filled events
for all, but mainly to ensure that equal
access is provided to meet the primary
needs of people with disabilities.
“We love working with people with
disabilities and are passionate about
disability rights. When we go to music
festivals, we have always noticed
that very few people with disabilities
attend these festivals. There are often
inadequate facilities provided so we have
decided to do something about this,”
said Secretary Francesca Ratnatunga.
The festival was supported by various
organisations including Big Cat, B9
Events, Midlands Mencap, Firefly
Solar and Stay Up Late and special
contributions from sound engineer
Peter Dixon, designer Charly Machin
and the volunteers. The inspirational
singer Lady MJ Warrior known for
both her music and ambition in raising
awareness
against
disability
and
discrimination has assisted the Access
Events in the promotion of the Under
the Arches festival.
The Access Events organisers felt
there were more innovative events
on offer in London for people with
disabilities, which is why they based the
charity in Birmingham and held their
first event there.

at the New Victoria Theatre, Woking

Manuel Harlan

www.hearingtimes.co.uk

Comedian Marcus Brigstocke as King Arthur and Todd Carty of EastEnders fame as Patsy

lewd French guards, a confrontation
with the formidable Black Knight,
seeking out a shrubbery for the
demanding “Knights who say Ni” and
a deadly encounter against the ‘Killer
Rabbit of Caerbannog’ (remember, I
did say random, bizarre and at times
nonsensical humour!).

Hayley Tamaddon (Emmerdale, Dancing
on Ice) as the alluring diva, ‘the Lady
of the Lake’. Personally, I think she
was the star of the show – a superbly
powerful voice, which raised the roof
of the theatre. In all, a fantastic and
energetic performance by the entire
cast.

There are numerous sketches and
songs from the film that you’ll instantly
recognise – a few other well-knowm
classics are thrown in for good measure
to get the audience singing, clapping
and even whistling along to ‘Always Look
on the Bright Side of Life’, plus some
new Python-esque musical additions.

I can wholeheartedly say I thoroughly
enjoyed Spamalot – a show, which
doesn’t pretend to take itself seriously,
fun and at times downright silly.

Headlining the show is comedian
Marcus Brigstocke as King Arthur
(Argumental, QI), supported by Todd
Carty (EastEnders, Grange Hill) as his
coconut-wielding assistant ‘Patsy’ and

A show that will appeal to fans and
new-comers to Monty Python, you’ll go
away with a smile on your face – you
might even find yourself still whistling
along on the journey home!

This is clearly a stage show which is
out to entertain - and it does so with
great success!

Hear….

A team of sign language users ensured
everybody could enjoy the festival

Art, music and drama workshops took
place at vintage cultured warehouse.
Live music was performed on the
stage. A wooden wardrobe holding
an assortment of vivid costumes was
placed outside where the visitors tried
on outfits marvellously reminiscent of
Dame Edna Everage.
A team of sign language users was
specially assembled to ensure d/Deaf
people could access the goings-on at
the festival.
“I felt fairly confident in my stewarding
role despite only being Level 1 in
British Sign Language. Assisting in the
translation of the anarchy barn dancing
instructions was difficult but I enjoyed
the challenge!” said Sarah Sheppard,
who is currently learning Level 2 BSL.
The atmosphere was lively and
welcoming throughout the event, with
visitors showing off their creative talent
by having a go at mural painting and the
Mad Hatter’s-style tea party in the late
afternoon with colourful fairy cakes placed
on Victorian-influenced cake stands.
The Access Events team will be setting
up an inclusive steering committee and
determining the development of an
Access Events charity and the nature of
future events.

.... As Nature Intended

Profess
Choosing a hearing instrument is
just the beginning of the journey
to better hearing.
One of the steps in the journey is
choosing the right instrument to
suit you.

To make it easier we are doing
free trials of the latest digital
hearing instruments giving you a
chance to experience amazing
state of the art hearing
technology.

Re-discover your Life
Take the first step and call us FREE on 0800 228 9865 for advice and a
FREE information pack or visit our website for more details:
www.naturalhearing.co.uk
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We will be demonstrating the Conversor Pro range
on Stand C11 at the EUHA Congress
To book an appointment call +44 (0) 778 522 5600
We look forward to seeing you there
NEW!

Conversor TV Pro

A simple to use TV Listener which works with the Conversor
Pro receiver.

NEW!

Conversor Pro Plus

Combining the flexibility of the Conversor Pro and the power
of the TV Pro for TV viewing, Conversor Pro Plus can be left
permanently connected to your TV and wirelessly connects
with the pendant receiver.

Conversor Pro
This versatile communications device can be used at home,
out shopping, in the workplace or in a school environment.
It consists of two lightweight componants - a transmitter/
microphone and a pendant receiver which is worn around the
neck.
The Conversor Pro reduces background sound and emphasizes
the selected sound, providing optimal sound quality.

Multipack Pro
For use in group situations when the speaker is addressing
many people such as: schools; lecture halls; churches; art
galleries; and social clubs.
A fully portable system which can be used from room to room,
inside or outside.

Contact

Call: 0870 066 3499 Email: info@conversorproducts.com
Address: Craven House, Lansbury Estate, 102 Lower
Guildford Road, Woking, Surrey GU21 2EP
For more information visit: www.conversorproducts.com

www.hearingtimes.co.uk
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Cued Speech summer school
William BR
Jeremy reviews... The Eden Project teaches clear communication
Parents of deaf children travelled from all around the UK - and
some from as far as Poland, the Philippines and France - to learn
Cued Speech at the Exeter-based summer School in Devon

Cornwall boasts many delights
residents,
tourists
and
visitors:
countryside; beaches; cliffs and coves;
wild flora and fauna.

Parents and professionals, such as
Teachers of the Deaf, learned a lifechanging skill, which will allow deaf
children to understand and use English.
The children had a wonderful time, the
little ones in the crèche and the older
ones on their own course.

It also has something, which goes
far beyond these attractions and
celebrates them all: The Eden Project,
the largest botanic conservatory on
earth, housing the largest collection of
plants outside their natural habitat the
world has ever seen.
The ambition is stratospheric: to
become the leading educational and
research centre for the study of and
contribution to humankind’s future
on Planet Earth. The specially created
conservatories or biomes, re-create a
tropical rainforest and a Mediterranean
habitat. The research centre seeks to
use storytelling and theatre to narrate
the interactions between people and
the natural world.
One of the many mottos, aphorisms
and inspirational sayings that adorn
the exhibitions and displays is “the
future depends on the stories we tell
ourselves”.
The stories are told beautifully
through poetry and sculpture, music
and painting as well as narrative prose.

For example, in the Mediterranean
biome visitors learn of the ‘Tribunal
of the Waters’, a dispute-resolution
council, which has been meeting
every Tuesday in Valencia, Spain to
adjudicate farmers’ disputes since the
times when the Moors ruled.
In the Rainforest biome, visitors
learn of the relationship between
deforestation and the palm oil industry
of Indonesia.
It is about regeneration and
education according to Chief Executive
and co-founder of the Eden Project,
Tim Smit, and won a Reader’s Choice
award at the Rough Guide to Accessible
Britain Awards earlier this year.
For more information visit
www.edenproject.com

Online subscription is FREE!
www.hearingtimes.co.uk

Deafinitely Creative 2010/11 –
Finalist playwrights chosen!

Cued Speech allows a deaf
baby or child to see the whole
of language as it is spoken
The deaf and hearing children
who attended used three different
languages: English; French, both cued
and spoken; and British Sign Language.
Cued Speech is the only sound-based
system that allows a deaf baby or
child to see the whole of language as
it is spoken. A simple system of cues
(handshapes positioned around the
mouth) supplements the lip patterns
of normal speech so that every ‘sound’
looks different.
It can be learnt in only a few hours
and then parents can say any word
in the English language in a way that
is totally clear to their baby or child.
Without Cued Speech research shows it
is only possible to lip-read about 35%
of speech but this rises to a staggering
96% with the addition of Cued Speech.
Cued Speech is not only life-changing,
it is also very cost effective because
parents learn in only a few hours and
they can then use the system forever
with their children.
There were some wonderful personal
success stories during the five-day
summer school with some parents
quickly learning to communicate with
their children. “I have never come

across Cued Speech before but I
have had a brilliant time and learned
something new,” said one parent.
“Thank you so much for this
opportunity and the friendliness I have
been shown.”
For more information about Cued
Speech visit www.cuedspeech.
co.uk. and www.learntocue.co.uk

Amazing experiences,
life-changing challenges

After several months of national searching, Deafinitely Theatre
has chosen four finalists to participate in this year’s Deafinitely
Creative playwright development programme
Since 2005, the programme has been
helping Deaf artists hone their script
creation skills, working with raw talent
and helping these individuals to channel
them into practical abilities.
This is proving a successful recipe for
young deaf writers looking to break into
the creative world. Previous Deafinitely
Creative participant, Aliya Gulmani,
has been invited to the Royal Court’s
prestigious young writers’ programme.
Other participants have gone on to
work with Deafinitely Theatre.
Paula Garfield, Artistic Director
for Deafinitely Theatre and creator
of Deafinitely Creative, says, “We’re
facing a ‘one small step for man, one
giant leap for mankind’ moment; this
programme is an incredibly exciting
platform, which can exhibit and elevate
the huge writing talent already present
in the Deaf community in the UK.
“My biggest hope is to see some of
these writers develop their skills to
such a level that they can successfully
pursue a full-time career in the writing
and theatre industries.”
The finalists were chosen by a panel of
judges from Soho Theatre, Complicite,
Paines Plough, the Royal Court and
Deafinitely Theatre.
The writers began intensive scriptcreation workshops in September,
focusing on the singularly physical
aspects of developing scripts in BSL for
the stage. They will present a showcase
of their own original work at London’s
Drill Hall from the 10-12 February 2011.

The 2010 finalists are:
Donna Williams, Bristol
Set in the near future, Williams
invites us to consider a world where
children are genetically designed and
“imperfections” are eliminated. Using
this construct, she examines the family
dynamics and redefines family itself.

Great Wall of
China trek

Peru Inca
Trail trek
14-23 May 2011

4-12 June 2011

Julian Peedle, Harrow
This piece is based on the oft-forgotten
story of profoundly deaf Prince Albert
Victor, grandson of Queen Victoria
and the “what ifs” surrounding his life.
Peedle examines both the prejudices
of the royal family as well as Eddy’s
potential connection to Jack the
Ripper.
Tomato Lichy, Wembley
How far will a parent go to protect their
child? Lichy explores this concept
using his knowledge of both being a
parent and being a writer, creating an
intense and uniquely terrifying story.

Join us for the experience of
a lifetime and trek the REAL
Inca Trail or the Great Wall
of China, both rated amongst
the ten best trekking trails
in the world.

Gordon Spence, Great Wall of China participant

For your information pack:
But best of all, the money you
raise will help us change the
world for the 9 million people
in the UK who are deaf or hard
of hearing.

Sannah Gulmani, Reading
An abstract piece, which examines
opposing elements within an individual.
Gulmani challenges traditional ideas
on “identity” and seeks to better
understand the human psyche.

What a wonderful way to
experience the culture first hand.
Brilliant, challenging, excellent!

4048/0910 The Royal National Institute
for Deaf People. Registered office:
19-23 Featherstone Street, London
EC1Y 8SL. Registered charity numbers
207720 (England and Wales) and
SC038926 (Scotland).

RNID is acting as an agent of Classic Tours
(ATOL 3379) in respect of the travel for the
overseas challenges in question.

• tel/textphone 0845 634 0687
(local rate)

• email events@rnid.org.uk
• visit www.rnid.org.uk/overseas
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The
Deaf
One
It’s good to be back, apologies
to those who missed me last
issue! We moved! We’re never
ever moving again!
The other big thing that
happened in the Deaf One
household was my Big One
starting school. I was very
nervous about her starting,
not because I didn’t think she
was ready, believe me, she was
ready last year. And not because
I was worried about how she’d
get on, because she’s a bright
little thing and will go far.
What I was nervous about were
the SGPs, otherwise known as
School Gate Politics.
The school that my Big One is
going to is situated in one of
the most well-established areas
of town. I went to this school, I
have deaf friends whose children
have attended and graduated this
school (and achieved A*s and
As at GCSE, go Imogen!) and
I know one or two members of
staff who work at this school. So
why am I so worried about SGPs?
I’ve heard a lot of things about
SGPs, it’s scary. SGPs vary
between parents that compete,
parents that are cliquey and also
parents who want to be your
friend, parents who chat to pass
the time. I don’t know who is
who.
I find it hard to understand what
half of them say to me and I
can’t catch things said which
might provide me with crucial
information. I miss things that
are said to me in passing, I say
‘pardon?’ a LOT.
I’m worried my Big One will
be known as the One With The
Strange Mum.
So my idea is that I make myself
known. Already I have boldly
stood next to other parents and
made conversation, slipping it
in that I am Deaf, smiled at the
friendly-looking one and nodded
in recognition at the one who
seems to recognise me.
If I become known as “The Deaf
One” then so be it, but at least
my strangeness is (mostly!)
explained and along with that
title I will also be known as the
friendly one, the cheery one, the
approachable one and the cool
one.
As a result, perhaps it won’t only
be my Big One’s social life that’ll
improve but my own too. I’ll
keep you posted!
For more visit www.thedeafone.co.uk

Do you have a story you want to share?

Email editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
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Survey shows postcode lottery of school support
Research published by the National Deaf Children’s Society (NDCS) reveals for the first time a
postcode lottery of specialist education support for deaf children in schools across England
deaf children. NDCS is calling on the
Government to ensure equal access to
specialist support for deaf children, so
that they have a fair chance to achieve
at school, no matter where they live.”

The survey highlights an unfair chance
to achieve, with 71% of deaf children
failing to achieve grades A* to C at GCSE
(including English and Maths).
The survey of 144 local authorities
in England is published in the NDCS
report, Hands up for Help, and reveals
that specialist support for deaf children
aged 0-19 years varies hugely according
to where they live. In the north west
of England each visiting specialist,
called a Teacher of the Deaf, supports
an average of 31 deaf children, but in
some local authorities in other regions,
they support over 100 deaf children.
Brian Gale, Director of Policy and
Campaigns at NDCS, said, “It is
unacceptable that deaf children are
missing out on vital support at school
because of where they live. Deafness is
not a learning disability yet too many
deaf children are failing at school.
“The Government must take urgent
action to close the gap and end this
pattern of unfairness and failure for

Pupils supported by
specialist teachers do better
at school than if they receive
any other type of assistance
At a time when all public services are
at risk of being cut, this report shows
that deaf children are already among
the most vulnerable and educationally
-disadvantaged children in England.
The NDCS Hands up for Help report
outlines recommendations on how these
essential services can be delivered in a
way that is fairer and more effective.
Research shows that pupils who are
supported by specialist teachers do
better at school than if they receive
any other type of assistance. Visiting
Teachers of the Deaf play a vital role
by training mainstream teachers on the

needs of deaf children and how to use
hearing technology, as well as providing
one-to-one teaching support to children
where necessary.
The report also highlights the results
of a poll of deaf children showing that
94% find that it is easier to do well at
school when they get specialist support
but nearly 60% say that they only get
some support or that the support they
receive is not enough.

Parents can email their local MP to demand fairer support at school for deaf children and view a full copy of
the report at www.ndcs.org.uk/handsup

ITV gives children an opportunity to explore the
sounds and colours of traditional life in India
ITV has teamed up with publisher Frances Lincoln and renowned
author and photographer Prodeepta Das to give children around the
world an insight into traditional life in India
Prita Goes to India offers a rare
child’s-eye-view of India and its culture –
brought to life in British Sign Language,
animation, text and sound on ITV’s
award-winning online library www.
signedstories.com.
The story is voiced by Coronation
Street actress Shobna Gulati and signed
by Sabina Iqbal, chair and founder of
charity Deaf Parenting UK who said: “I
am delighted that ITV Signed Stories is
here now, enabling Deaf parents to sit
with their children to watch those stories
in BSL together with English subtitles

and audio for hearing children, and to
discuss the stories in depth – that is a
fantastic opportunity where all family
members can access signed stories
without barriers.”

Launched in February of 2009 as
part of ITV’s Corporate and Social
Responsibility programme, Signed
Stories offers children, their
families and teachers all around
the world the opportunity to enjoy
some of the best contemporary
children’s stories for free.

Subscribe online for FREE to read the latest issue
Simply sign up using your email address and the password ‘online’

www.hearingtimes.co.uk

The pay’s the thing … by Juliet England
A recent evening at the theatre
was a chance to catch up with some
girlfriends, see a play I know, love and
could (mostly) hear. We even beat the
Tube strike to make this the perfect
London treat. And, at £25 each with
a glass of vino thrown in, the tickets
were an absolute steal.
There was just one hitch. In all the
rush of getting to Trafalgar Square, I
had forgotten to withdraw the cash to
repay my friend Sally for the ticket.
No worries, she said, just transfer
the money online. Hmm. Easier said
than done. My new-fangled ‘card
reader’ didn’t seem to be working, and
without it the transfer can’t be done.
My famously high levels of patience
are already subsiding. Never mind, I
think. I’ll just call my bank and do it
over the blower. It’ll be a doddle, Sal
will get her dosh in a trice and I can
get on with my day. And, thanks to my
trusty text relay phone, all will be fine
and dandy.
Half an hour later, weighing up the
relative benefits of sticking pins in
my eyes and playing in the traffic to
relieve the numbing sense of utter
despair, I am still on hold, being

passed from customer adviser to
supervisor and back again. All the
while, the operator is displaying
Olympic levels of patience while I am
gnawing my elbow off in frustration.
The problem is that this lovely,
harmless operator, who is doing
nothing but her best, is deemed a
dangerous threat on a level with
Al Qaida and Jim Davidson live in
Aldershot. She is happy to give the
bank her name, but is not allowed to
give some sort of further ID code the
bank is demanding.
All this is so much of a risk that
the jobsworths at the bank refuse to
complete the transaction.
By the time I hang up, I have spent
45 expensive minutes on the phone,
and got precisely nowhere. By now,
the teeth marks in my elbow are very
deep indeed, and my head throbs from
having been banged repeatedly against
the wall.
In the end, I muck around doing
the transfer via secure messages
online. But by then I have wasted half
a morning conducting a simple piece
of banking, which should have taken
barely two minutes.

I couldn’t have communicated
without the operator’s help, and she
would no more have hacked into my
account than I could walk to the moon.
Surely my saying that I would happily
authorise the transfer in the presence
of a third party should be enough?
After all, she was happy to give her
name, and I was only parting with
£25, not millions.
The text relay service is aimed at
making things completely accessible,
and, in this instance, thanks to the
bank, it failed totally. How many other
cases like this end in tooth-grinding
misery? What about calls where there
are issues of medical confidentiality? In
such cases, not going ahead could lead
to more than blood-boiling infuriation.
The bank wrote to me afterwards
saying: “This is part of our
authentication procedure to keep our
customers’ accounts secure.
“We are going to make sure operators
are clear on what information
we require from them to access
customers’ accounts.”
But, next time, I’ll just go to the
cashpoint first.

www.hearingtimes.co.uk
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BSL books launched

The day I beat the sound man by Charlie Swinbourne

DeafEducate announces a new
range of BSL books for Deaf
children in primary schools

In terms of looking after my hearing
aids, I’m a rebel. No matter what my
audiologists tell me, I’ve never, ever,
cleaned my ear moulds. It’s very
silly - I get the odd ear infection as
a result, which should be enough to
make me change, but hasn’t so far. I’m
stubborn. Why change the habit of a
lifetime?

The series of The Family and Sid
stories will be part of the DeafEducate
Reading Tree, where Deaf characters
are firmly part of the narratives.
Biff, Chip and Kipper have the Magic
Key to transport them to different
worlds in their stories; Sid, Dot and Rex
will have the Magic Sign!
In each story, Deaf children will enjoy
the gentle and clear signing of Trishy
Gibson. They will also delight in looking
at the superb and detailed illustrations
by Peter Handy.

For the first two years of my life,
everyone thought I was hearing. It
was only when I neglected to start
speaking that further investigation
was carried out, and a hearing loss of
around 70 decibels was discovered.
After visiting an audiology clinic for
the first time, I was soon fitted with
hearing aids.
I don’t remember visiting the clinic,
but I do remember hating my hearing
aids from the word go. One day, Mum
caught me just as I was about to flush
them down the toilet. Being very little
at the time, I didn’t quite have the
strength to flush, and miraculously she
managed to save them by drying them
out on the radiator. Not that I was
remotely thankful.

DeafEducate
is
committed
to
publishing a wide range of eBooks for
people who use British Sign Language
and English. Our eBooks are not just
electronic copies of paper books, but
contain video BSL for all the written
language content.
For people who use British Sign
Language as their first language, eBooks
will enable them to acquire confidence
in reading and understanding English,
and likewise for people who use English
and want to learn British Sign Language.
A BSL book has a CD at the back
where BSL clips will be shown.
For more details on what the book
should look like visit
www.deafeducate.co.uk

Through sheer perseverance, Mum got
me used to having plastic things on my
ears by stubbornly putting them back
in every time I took them off.
Nowadays I feel quite naked without
my hearing aids on (though I have
learned that only wearing them is
not an acceptable way of leaving the
house), and I have come to think
of audiology clinics as a home from
home.
I grew up in the Cotswolds, and
visiting the local ENT (Ear Nose and
Throat department) involved a trip
to our nearest city - Oxford. It was

Can we help you make a claim?
If you’ve been exposed to harmful noise at work and are suffering
hearing loss, even if the exposure was as long ago as the 1970’s
and even if your employer’s firm no longer exists, you may have a
genuine claim for Industrial Deafness.
Exposure to unsafe noises, either sudden sounds that are too loud or loud
sounds that last a long time, are much more dangerous. They can damage our
inner ears, causing Noise-Induced Hearing Loss (NIHL).

What sounds can cause Industrial Deafness?

Industrial Deafness can be caused by exposure to a one-off intense sound,
such as an explosion. This is known as Impulse Noise.
We can also suffer from Industrial Deafness through exposure to unsafe loud
sounds over a period of time, such as noise in a factory or engineering plant.
This is known as Continuous Noise.
Injuries like these can be caused by a failure to provide hearing protectors
when you worked in a factory or if you had to work too close to noisy
machinery. The louder the sound the less time it takes before Noise Induced
Hearing Loss (NIHL) occurs.

How to tell if you have Noise Induced Hearing Loss (NIHL)?

NIHL is often accompanied by a ringing, buzzing or roaring sensation in one
or both ears, called tinnitus; though it is not always present.

a family day out, and a welcome
day off school. The staff at the
clinic would greet us like long-lost
relatives (perhaps enjoying treating
people without grey hair for once)
and afterwards, we’d eat chips in the
hospital canteen before going shopping
in Oxford.
The bit that I secretly enjoyed most
was when our new ear moulds were
made. The audiologist would mix up
some white putty with a miniscule
dot of red paste. The mixture became
pink and was soon piped into our
ears in a massive syringe. That was
my favourite bit. It sounded a bit like
going underwater, and while I waited
for the mixture to go firm, I made
mini-statues from the off cuts.
After that, I’d take a hearing test presumably to make sure my hearing
hadn’t gone walkabout in the previous
year. I’d be put in a soundproof
room with carpet covering the walls,
listening for a series of high and low
noises that started off loud, becoming
gradually quieter and quieter until they
were barely perceptible. Every time I
heard a sound, I had to press a button
and the results were marked on an
audiogram.
I saw the hearing test as a challenge.
I wanted to beat the test, and I
desperately wanted to freak out
the grumpy man who was the only
member of staff there I didn’t like. One
day, when I was 12, I managed it.
Through the window, I could see the
man twiddling a series of dials in
front of me, except he’d forgotten
to hide his hands. Even when I
couldn’t hear the sounds anymore, I
simply continued pressing the button
whenever he turned the biggest dial.

As I revealed a previously-hidden
forensic level of hearing ability, a
furrowed brow appeared on his
forehead. Then a quizzical crease
between his eyebrows. Then his face
went pink, then a little red. Then he
suddenly looked up at me, seeing in an
instant just how much I was enjoying
it. He angrily started to shout at me,
which made me laugh even more, for I
couldn’t hear a word.
I lipread it though. Put it this way, he
wasn’t happy. I finished the test and
went home with a big smile on my face.
Recently, I got the best audiologist
ever, when a friend of mine trained
and got a job at my local clinic. It
was great - we talked about football
while configuring my digital hearing
aids. He later managed to get me a
very expensive pair of hearing aids on
the NHS. Which just shows, making a
friend of an audiologist can be a very
useful thing indeed.
What makes it even better is he’s
never complained about my dirty
ear moulds.

Hearing damaged
at work?

You could claim
over £10,000.
Has your hearing been damaged working in a noisy environment?
Let us provide you with a FREE hearing test to see if you can claim
over £10,000 in compensation.
We do not charge you a penny in any circumstances, win or lose.

Exposure to impulse and continuous noise may cause either temporary or
permanent hearing loss.
NIHL symptoms can increase gradually and you may not have been aware
of the symptoms until recently, even if exposure to the noise was years ago.
Over time you may find noises such as the TV becoming distorted or muffled
and you may find it difficult to understand speech.
Obviously none of us are superhuman and a gradual loss of hearing is perfectly
natural for many of us as we grow older and that is not an NIHL injury.
So by taking a fast, simple hearing test we can easily determine whether
you have NIHL. Attwood Solicitors can arrange an absolutely free test with a
local hearing expert for you, in some special circumstances even at your own
home, and advise whether you can claim as much as £10,000 in compensation
without you spending a single penny.

Free Legal Advice

If you’d like to know more about making a claim or to arrange a free
consultation with our Industrial Deafness specialists, call 0800 587 3231 or
text ‘claim’ to 07533 403 279 for a return call.

Professional Referrers
We are looking for professional referrers to refer us patients, who they
suspect are suffering from noise induced hearing loss (NIHL). If you would
like to become a referrer, please call 0800 587 3231 to discuss.
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Hearing Times is a national newspaper for Deaf and hard of hearing communites and professionals in the hearing industry. We are a unique
publication providing a source of local, national and world news,Dummy
sport, arts and details of upcoming events. The newspaper, published 11
times per year is a forum for discussion for all those with acquired
hearing loss and deafness. We also share advice and information from
India
reliable sources with our readers, as well as encouraging them to share stories and experiences.
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We offer four options for subscription to Hearing battery
Times: Please tick one
carehome
One year’s subscription to the newspaper - £15 (11 issues of the newspaper
delivered to your door)
One year’s subscription to the newspaper £15 + Pocket Listenor (anlottery
assistive listening device from Conversor) + £20 = £35
Online subscription is free; you will be able to view the latest issue diagnosis
and archived copies of Hearing Times. For information visit www.hearingtimes.co.uk
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Please note, this option can only be selected if you are taking out the
annual subscription of £15.

Hearing Times is pleased to donate £1 of your subscription to
one of our affiliated charities below, fill in the ‘subscription code’
of your choice on the form.
SignHealth- a healthcare charity committed to improving
the healthcare and equality of health care provision for deaf
people in the UK. For information visit www.signhealth.org.
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A miscellany of theatre, film, charity and fundraising events
to keep readers informed of happenings in deaf
and hard of hearing communities

STAGETEXT provides captioning for theatres and other
arts venues to provide access to live performances for
deaf, deafened and hard of hearing people

October
Wednesday 6
1:30 PM Hamlet
The Crucible, Sheffield
7:30 PM Blood Brothers
The Mayflower, Southampton
Thursday 7
7:30 PM Blood and Gifts
National Theatre, London
7:30 PM Design for Living
Old Vic Theatre, London
7:45 PM The Importance of Being
Earnest
New Wolsey Theatre, Ipswich
Friday 8
7:15 PM King Lear
Theatre Royal, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne
7:30 PM The Habit of Art
The Lowry, Salford
Saturday 9
2:00 PM Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat
Theatre Royal, Nottingham
2:30 PM Dancing at Lughnasa
Clwyd Theatr Cymru, Mold
Tuesday 12
7:30 PM PRISCILLA Queen of the
Desert - the musical
Palace Theatre, London
7:45 PM Blood Brothers
Phoenix Theatre, London
Wednesday 13
2:00 PM Bus Stop
Theatre By The Lake, Keswick
7:30 PM Dirty Dancing
Aldwych Theatre, London
Thursday 14
7:15 PM Hamlet
The Crucible, Sheffield
7:30 PM Antony and Cleopatra
Theatre Royal, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne
7:30 PM As You Like It
West Yorkshire Playhouse, Leeds
7:45 PM Reasons to be Cheerful
New Wolsey Theatre, Ipswich
Friday 15
7:45 PM Reasons to be Cheerful
New Wolsey Theatre, Ipswich
Saturday 16
2:00 PM The Habit of Art
Venue Cymru, Llandudno

7:45 PM Reasons to be Cheerful
New Wolsey Theatre, Ipswich
Tuesday 19
7:00 PM Tribes
Royal Court Theatre, London
7:30 PM Or You Could Kiss Me
National Theatre, London
7:30 PM The Sound of Music
Liverpool Empire, Liverpool
Wednesday 20
7:30 PM Hay Fever
Rose Theatre, Kingston
7:30 PM Enlightenment
Hampstead Theatre, London
Thursday 21
7:30 PM Blood Brothers
Birmingham Hippodrome, Birmingham
Saturday 23
3:00 PM Chess
Lyceum Theatre, Sheffield
Tuesday 26
7:30 PM Passion
Donmar Warehouse, London
Wednesday 27
7:00 PM Hamlet
National Theatre, London
Thursday 28
7:30 PM House of Ghosts
Theatre Royal, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne
7:30 PM Grapes of Wrath
Mercury Theatre, Colchester
7:30 PM Ivan and the Dogs
Soho Theatre, London
7:45 PM The Habit of Art
Grand Opera House, Belfast
Friday 29
7:30 PM Tribes
Royal Court Theatre, London
7:45 PM Enron
Lyceum Theatre, Sheffield
Saturday 30
2:30 PM Three Musketeers and the
Princess of Spain
The Theatre Royal, Brighton
7:30 PM Punk Rock
Theatre Royal, Plymouth

November

3:00 PM House of Games
Almeida Theatre, London

Monday 1
1:00 PM Gauguin and the Glasgow
Boys (Lecture with Speech to Text
Transcription)
Royal Academy of Arts, London

7:30 PM Tribes
Royal Court Theatre, London

7:30 PM Tribes
Royal Court Theatre, London

2:30 PM Reasons to be Cheerful
New Wolsey Theatre, Ipswich
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Deaf4Life recently held their first annual meet
Deaf4Life is an online forum and its users are from all over the UK, so we
picked Sheffield as the most central spot.

Community
October
The British Deaf Association’s
LEARN TO SIGN week

If you go to an event why not write
and tell us about it? We might put it in
the next issue of the newspaper!

Sign Community Youth Group
Recruitment day

8–17 October 2010
One of the oldest and best loved
literature festivals in the world…
lectures, poetry readings, children’s
events, interviews, storytelling, book
groups, writing workshops
For more information email
admin@glosdeaf.org.uk

Saturday 16 October
10-4 Midlands (venue to be confirmed)
Want to get involved with the future of
young Deaf people?
The Steering group is looking for
interested and committed people who
would like to take an active role in
shaping and empowering young Deaf
people with support from the British
Deaf Association campaigning for your
rights. Come along, get involved and
bring your ideas!
For more information or to take part
contact Cathie Robins- Talbot, Youth
Development Manager, British Deaf
Association Youth Service, BSL Cultural
Centre, 47 Newport Road, Cardiff,
Wales, CF24 OAD.
Text Phone 0845 1 302 853, Voice
0845 1 302 851, Fax 0845 1 302
852 or email cathier-t@bda.org.uk

BSL Interpreted and
Lipspeaking Guided Tour

FA Level 1 Coaching Course for
Deaf People

Monday 4 - 10 October
The BDA’s Learn to Sign Week is an
ideal opportunity for school children,
teachers and organisations to develop
new language and communication
skills and encourage people to create a
more inclusive society where Deaf and
hearing people are equal.
For more information visit
www.bda.org.uk

The Times Cheltenham
Literature Festival

Victoria & Albert: Art & Love
Wednesday 13 October
18:00 The Queen’s Gallery, London
Join a Royal Collection guide to find out
more about Queen Victoria and Prince
Albert’s tastes in music and theatre and
their love of parties.
Tickets: £8.75 for adults and £7.75 for
Over 60s and Students.
For more information and to book:
e-mail education@royalcollection.
org.uk or call 020 7766 7323

Monday 25 - Thursday 28 October
9-5 at Queen Ethelburga’s College, York
YO26 9SS Free!
This is an official FA accredited coaching
course where you will learn how to
coach football to children and young
people. You will also complete a basic
First Aid course and Safeguarding
Children workshop too.
For
more
information
email
football@ndcs.org.uk or contact
07966 341022

DEAF AWARENESS DAY
Come along anytime on
Wednesday 13 October 2010
from 10am - 7pm at Council House,
Old Market Square, Nottingham City
Centre, NG1 2DT
Join in the fun and learn about:
• Deaf people’s experiences
• Communication and sign language
• Technology and equipment
Refreshments throughout the day
Sign language interpreters will be available

We got together at the Meadowhall Shopping Centre for lunch and we were
spoilt of choice with the various restaurants around us. More and more people
joined us as we sat and chatted and got to know each other better.
Some people were amazed how many friends we had in common that we
knew via other friends groups i.e. someone is a friend of mine but did not know
they were friend of them until I mentioned who he/she is and they would go
“Oh yeah, I know him/her!!” Small world... that is what happens in the Deaf
community.
Later on we agreed that it was time to go into Sheffield and we made our way
to a pub called The Benjamin Huntsman, and we chatted the night away until it
was time for us to head home or go to our hotels.
Overall, I thought this was very good for the first ever Deaf4Life meet up.
Some of us are fully deaf, some HoH and some hearing learning BSL. Others are
very strong BSL users with interesting “accents”. So lots of interesting people...
Deaf4Life would like to say thank you to everyone who attended and we hope
to arrange another one in the future. It’s good to keep the community together
and make new friends.
For further details about Deaf4Life and future events visit
www.Deaf4Life.co.uk – hope to see you on there!

Bra
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Telephone:

0115 9887575
(text phone/voice)

Website:

www.nottsdeafaware.org.uk

Email:

info@nottsdeafaware.org.uk
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“We pedalled into the Arctic Circle!”

BBC’s Sports Personality of the Year
has been held annually since 1954and to
Richard Weinbaum it seemed way past
due that sporting achievements within
the Deaf Community were recognised.
The Deaf Sports Personality of the
Year (DSPY) will take place in November
2010 at Wembley Stadium in London.
“I am aware that there may be
plenty of discussions of Deaf Sporting
achievements socially at deaf pubs,
clubs or amongst friends but no official
recognition has ever been given to
exceptional
achievements
across
Great Britain or United Kingdom, “said
Richard, DSPY2010 Organiser.
“Great Britain achieved some amazing
results at last summer’s Deaflympics,
but with the lack of official recognition
was a shame.”
This event is also to raise funds
for UK Deaf Sport for the next 22nd
Deaflympics 2013 in Athens, Greece to
encourage Great Britain Deaf Athletes
to keep on trying to get more medals. It
is hoped the event will help enormously
to contribute toward the fundraising
target for the coaches, managers,
physiotherapists and athletes who work
with the GB voluntarily to be able to
attend. To-date, no one has been paid
for their hard work for years.
Over 200 nomination forms have been
received and the shortlist nominees will
be announced in mid-October 2010 on
DSPY2010 website
(www.dspy2010.co.uk).
Over 600 people are due to attend the
event so far, with ticket priced at £30 per
person until 21st November 2010. Buy your
ticket now, don’t miss out of being part
of first annual Deaf Sport Personality of
the Year.

In early June, Glasgow-based musicians Olly Rundell and Alex South pedalled off to the Arctic Circle,
following in the tyre tracks profoundly deaf Scots cyclist James Duthie made almost 60 years ago

Have you taken part in a sporting
activity recently?
Why not write it up and you could
appear on this page!

Email editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

Photo of the
Month
Bryony Parkes

The pair, both in their thirties, retraced
key stretches of Duthie’s original
route, travelling from Gothenburg on
Sweden’s west coast, and crossing into
the Arctic Circle on the Finnish border,
before pushing further north, to reach
the North Cape after 1500 miles.
This was James Duthie’s plan in 1951,
although bad weather and perilous roads
forced him to turn back after reaching
Kiruna, just north of the Arctic Circle
but before his ultimate destination and
before fulfilling his dream.

“We are delighted to have
made such an inspiring
journey, and to pay tribute to
Duthie’s courageous spirit,
and to raise money for two
such deserving causes.”
The trip has raised just under £5,000
for Dummy Jim, a film about the life of
James Duthie (Dummy Jim being the
Scotsman’s affectionate nickname) and
the National Deaf Children’s Society.
“A 36-hour ferry journey from
Scotland took us to Gothenburg,”
explains Olly. “The city was quiet by
Glasgow Saturday night standards but
very cycle-friendly.
“Then our first view of rural Sweden
was of grassy meadows filled with
buttercups,
multi-coloured
lupins,
woodland and some elk.”
The rutted forest paths may have
taken it out on the pair’s bikes, but
‘wild camping’ is legal in Sweden, so
the cyclists could pitch their tent just
off rutted tracks, or on lake shores.
There was no shortage of wildlife
along the way – from clouds of midges
to sunbathing fox cubs to honking
geese – or daylight! In the land of

The pair’s Arctic adventure has raised almost £5k for Dummy Jim and the NDCS

eternal sun, it’s still possible to read
comfortably gone 11pm and it stayed
lighter later the further north Alex and
Olly pedalled.
Olly adds, “The only near-disaster
was my pannier rack shearing off
outside a quiet village on a Sunday
morning! We tied it back on with string
but a kindly Swedish couple took us in,
mended my bike and gave us coffee
and sandwiches.
“I don’t think they were overly
impressed by my handiwork!”
By the time they entered Swedish
Lapland, Alex and Olly had hit the halfway
mark to Nordkapp, and the scenery
became starker and the going tougher.
Olly says: “Even with the benefits

of modern bicycles, reliable maps
and (mostly) excellent roads, our
journey was physically and mentally
exhausting. Nevertheless we cycled the
extra 800kms that Duthie didn’t make
from the Arctic Circle to the North Cape
- about the distance from Glasgow to
Dover - in just six days.
“Like Duthie, we were touched by
the generosity of passers-by. And,
like him we fought against the wind
and rain. We had to push our bikes
through gale-force winds for the
last few kilometres to Nordkapp.
“We are delighted to have made such
an inspiring journey, and to pay tribute to
Duthie’s courageous spirit, and to raise
money for two such deserving causes.”

Deadline for London 2012 volunteer programme approaches
The London 2012 Organising Committee of the Olympic Games and Paralympic Games (LOCOG) is
calling on dedicated and passionate people to apply to its London 2012 Games Maker volunteering
programme and be part of a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity
The success of the London 2012
Games will depend on a diverse group
of up to 70,000 dedicated and brilliant
volunteers. Two thirds of the total
number of roles are generalist volunteer
positions
which
include
welcome
desk staff, ticket checkers, costume
assistants, drivers and event stewards.

People will have until
midnight on Wednesday 27
October 2010 to apply for
generalist roles online at
www.london2012.com/
volunteering
Specialist sports, medical, press
operations and anti-doping volunteers
have been applying since 27 July 2010
and 8,000 applications have been
received to date – close to half of the
number of specialists required.

“As Autumn approaches, we’ve
been donning our wellies. I am
loving the cooler weather, are you?
Taken with a Nikon D90 at f/2.0
and 1/125, with my trusty 35mm
lens, I decided to snap a capture
of my two daughters as they
stopped for a breather during a
stomping session”

Izabelle Nordfjele - OA Newspaper Sweden

Deaf Sports Personality
of the Year

same qualities as our athletes including
dedication, focus and grace under
pressure.
“Whatever your role, you will help
welcome the world and show what
the UK has to offer. If you have what
it takes to be a London Games Maker,
apply now!”
London 2012 Games Makers will
need to be available to volunteer for
a minimum of 10 days during either
the Olympic Games or the Paralympic
Games and for at least three days of
training, which will be led and provided
by the London 2012 Organising
Committee.

Sebastian Coe, Chair of LOCOG,
said, “Volunteering with us will be
challenging but the rewards are lifelong as our London 2012 Games Makers
will literally make history happen.

All those applying from 8am on 15
September 2010 will need to be 18
years of age or over on 1 January 2012.
LOCOG is especially keen to recruit
disabled people to volunteer for the
Olympic Games and the Paralympic
Games and will support disabled
candidates
through
application,
selection and as well as at Games-time.

“We want the best team players in
the UK to apply, people who show the

The Young Games Maker programme
for up to 1,500 volunteer roles for

For the latest news about the
Olympics and to find out how to
volunteer visit
www.hearingtimes.co.uk
OR
www.london2012.com/
get-involved/volunteer

Jonathan Edwards, Colin Jackson
and Denise Lewis in the Olympic
Stadium calling for London 2012
Games Maker volunteers to apply
young people under the age of 18 will
be unveiled in July 2011.

